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Homecoming Parade
Pre(edes Vidory

Friday,

November

8, 1963

Beauts From Butte

Gold and Wyoming
Streets in
Butte became the scene of frantic
last-minute
preparations
for the
Montana School of Mines Homecoming Parade, Saturday, October
26. This was where the floats and
decorated cars, under the direction
of parade marshal Dan Stowe, were
lined up shortly before 10 a.m. that
morning.
When at last all the loose crepe
paper was adjusted, and everything
was in readiness, the parade headed
up Wyoming Street, turned' left at
Broadway down Montana, and over
Park. Si; floats were included in
the procession: the winning fresh-,
man float with its little Northern
girl' the second-place Sigma Rho
"AI' Capone Gang"; the third-place
International
Club float with its
king-sized football; and floats entered 'by Theta Tau, the sophomore class, and the dorm. Queen
Kitte Keane rode in a red convertible followed by her princesses in
another
convertible.
The
AWS
club entered a 1963 white Chevrolet convertible', which carried the
club's officers.
Many other decorated cars were also in the parade.
A great number
of spectators
lined up along the route to watch
and cheer the Miners on to victory.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
01 RECTOR SELECTE.D

I
In an effort to project and develop the stature of the Montana I
School of Mines, the College Alum- .
ni Association
has procurred
the
services of Mrs. R. P. Corbett, who
is now the Public Relations Direc. f or yar dage (more game
pictures, page 6).
Evans carrres
'
tOL She will be interested in displaying pictures
and articles
in
home town and local newspapers of
those students of the mining school
who' distinguish themselves on campus.
The actual start of t~e H<?lhe In a search for individual and
coming dance was on Friday rug ,t
student
organization
information,
After the bonfire, mo~t of the ut~Mrs. Corbett will visit faculty and
dent body assembled 1!1 the S, Th~
GALE,
LABRANCHE
faculty advisers to student organito commence decorating
It. I f 1
zations and the personnel of such
setting was indeed a very co or u
Dolores Labranche and Charles groups. The information will then
one. Orange and green stream:~! Gale are the recipients of the $3.000
be developed into "human interest"
were hung alternately
over
scholarship
awarded
annually
by
dance floor meeting in the center the Anaconda Company for u_nder- publicity.
of a large' orange ball. ,H~n,gm1 graduates in the fields of ~1I1eral
footballs symbolized the "spirit 0d dressing, mining, metallurgical
or
"27"
Refreshments
were serve
eological engineenng.
MISS. ~athro~ghout the evening, A:rSng ~he tranche is a sophomor e majoring
most helpful were Paul an d i(nth~ in metallurgical
eng1l1eenng,. ~nd
Miller, Doreen Shea an
a
ML Gale is a senior also majorrng
Burke.
. metallurgical
engmeenng at the I Reno Sales, dean of m111111g
111
•
geoKeane
ueens ,
School of Mines,
, logists the world over, described
This scholarship,
sponsored
by on Tuesday, October 15, the use of
the Anaconda Company, was es- .min e models in litigations over 50
tablished in September of 1960. The !years ago. These models of veins
basis for selection c:f the scholars on the Butte hill were built under
is as follows. Candidates must be the direction of Mr. Sales, and are
children of employees of th~ .A~a- now part of the M.S.M. Museum.
conda Company or ItS subsidiaries J uniorsin
Mining
Engineering
who are residents' of Montana. T~ey heard the address.
must pursue courses of engm eerrng
Several prominent local engineers
leading to a degree, and must also
maintain satisfactory
grade stand - and geologists were also present
. g
Candidates must be approve d to hear Mr. Sales'· interesting and
\he
vice-president
of Western authoritative comments on the un6perations
of the An~c01~da. Com- derground fighting, stealing of ore
maneuvers
Each scholarship IS in the bodies, .and courtroom
the war of the
~~-:;~nt of $1500 and provides all of that characterized
tl e student's cost for fees, books, copper kings. Much of present-day
a~d room and board if needed. Any mining law is based on legal deciemainder of these funds, after the sions made during these litigations.
~bove provisions, is. to be used .by
the School of Mines .for maintenance of the scholarships,
Miss Labranche. went Il!to ~he
f Id of metallurgical
engmeenng
b:cause she b.e~ieves it of.fers the
.most opportumtles for a girl graduate. At the time, Dolores has no
Senator Mansfield assisted ~y Dean definite plans. for the future except
engrMcAuliffe pins Queen Kitte dur- to graduate 111 metallurgical
neering. Mr. Gale, !'l sen.lOr, also
ing half-time.
hopes to gradu;tte thIs spnnl;\" from
Saturday night was, of course, the School of Mines in the fIeld of
At present, he .has n.o
one of the key events of Homecotm - metallurgy.
.
S'
'th the pres en a- future plans b';1~ wants to put hIS
mg.
tartmg WI
b t float
tion of the trophy for the es
hI' engineering abilIty to work.
.
ery smoot y. . The scholarship winners of 1961
everyth1l1g went vhf
shBill Doran, president ofh t e r;hy and 1962 were Robert C. Johnson
man class
accepted
t e tro E ' and George' L. Vivian, both i~ metwhich was' presented by John
v- allurgy. At present Johnson IS do.
f
th
student
coun- ing post-graduate
ans, preSident 0
e
work at ~enn
cil
. -d State; Vivian i~ a nuclear engme_er
·
t
M
kle's
band
enterta1l1~
M ar y
Larry
Katcher,
er.
f
.
musIC. with the AtomIC Energy CommIs- Mining students
with a wide vanet~ 0 SW:1I1~ the sion in Idaho Falls.
Fuzz Olson, and Larry E~ton
lon
At the end of mtermlss
(Continued on Page 4)
listen to Reno Sales.
(Continued on Page 4)

,
· Dan(e '
Home(omlng

S(HrOLARSHIP

WIN:NERS

RENO SALES
:SPEAKS

'Q

'

gl

Pulchritude on Campus
Regal Queen Kitte and her delightful entourage rule for twenty-four
exciting hours. Pictured are Mary Pat Tiddy, Jane Gibson, Queen
Kitty Keane, Mary Clare Sullivan, and Beth Jones.
.
The sophomore class candidate won the balloting for the selection of her majesty, which was conducted by the M-C1ub.

WORLD 'M'I'N'I'N'G

MUSEU'M
,

BUTT E C ENT~N N IAL

A blue-eyed brunette is the best
description of Kitte Keane, a sophomore general student. A graduate
of Girls' Central High, she plans
to major in English and ~o transfer
to the University of San Francisco
next year.
Kitte was secretarytreasurer
of the Coed Club last
year, currently
holding the same
position for' the sophomore
class.
Among' the things she does best is
running a boarding
house for a
hobby.
Kitte
was Homecoming
princess last year, and was nominated this year by the sophomore
class. In her spare time she works
at the Safeway warehouse and Sonotone.

In 1864, two ·prospectors found
gold in the vicinity of Butte, Montana.
Now, 100 years later, the
Butte Exchange
Club is making
plans to establish a World Museum
of Mining at the same location.
What better site for such an under-.
taking could be chosen? Butte has
witnessed all forms of mining, from
her humble beginnings as a gold
Mary Pat T'iddy, a -brown-eyerl
camp in 1864. In 1874 came the brunette is also a sophomore gensilver bonanza; then in 1883, the eral student. A graduate of Butte
emergence of the copper era.
Central, Mary Pat plans to major
In Butte all the most advanced in math, and is transferring to Mentechnological forms of mining are tana State College next year. Track
being employed:
open-pit,
block- is her favorite hobby. At present,
caving, and deep-vein mining. T.he Mary Pat is a delegate-at-Iarge
for
Anaconda Company now has 111- the Coed Club, and was vice-presistalled a copper concentrator
at dent of the freshman class last year.
Butte to remove the waste before Working
for the City Recreation
the ore is shipped to .Anaconda,
Department
consumes the rest of
her spare time.
College As Monument
Beth Ellen Jones, a green-eyed
The Montana- School of Mines blond, is a freshman general stu-.
will also be instrumental in the es- dent.
After attending
MSM for'
tablishment of the museum. From one year, she plans to transfer to
the honored halls, of the world- St. Olaf's College in Northfield,
renowned
institution
have come Minnesota, majoring in French and
some of the most outstanding fig- drama. Among Beth's hobbies are
ures in mining history. A Hall of 'playing the piano, guitar, organ,
Fame to honor the great mining and sewing. Graduating from Butte
men. is also included in the mu- High School, Beth likes the Mines
seum plans. The mineral display very well because of the small class-:
at the school will be included in es and friendly attitudes
of the:
the museum. The school, in general, students.
She was nominated by:
will stand as a monument to the the Chess Club.
advancement in mining technology.
Articles of Incorporation
for the
Mary Clare Sullivan, a graduate
.museurn have been filed with the of Butte Central, is also a freshman
secretary of state in Helena. The general student.
This green-eyed
museum is chartered
as a non- brunette plans to attend MSM for
profit educational corporation, guar- two years, then to transfer to Caranteeing
effective and purposeful roll College for a major in second~
management and results. During its ary education.
Mary Clare is a
initial stages the museum will be member of Newman Club and is a
operated' by paid, qualified person- delegate-at-Iarge for the Coed Club.
nel from the state museum in Hel- She was nominated by Theta Tau.
ena and from the museum' at the
Montana School of Mines .
Jane Gibson, a freshman, is also
a general' student.
Blue eyes and
blond hair can best physically deMuseum Displays
On display will be all phases of scribe one of the school's peppy
Jane plans to attend
mining and the implements
used cheerleaders.
from the earliest times until the MSM for two years, then to trans-'
present. Too, there will be an out- fer to Montana State University to
door exposition for the larger items complete her major in elementary'
education. Among her hobbies are
(Continued on ,Page 4)
sewing and swimming.
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Reader Comment

A NOTE OF
THANKS

The Editor
awa~e The Amplifier

As the year progresses, we become more and more
of a certain deficiency in our registrational
procedures.
ThIS
lack seems to be in the amount and type of preregistration
counseling available to students.
Weare
not speaking of the
student who wishes to follow a curriculum leading to a degree,
for his program is usually well planned; nor are we speaking
of the student who has a definite idea of his future plans and
has already decided upon a course of study. Rather, we are
speaking of the student who arrives 'at MSM with a vague conception of the necessity of college, but who has no definite
idea of what he can derive from college. We feel that there are
to many students taking .courses because there is a vacant
seat in the classroom, and not because there is an educational
need for the course matter.
We do not believe that the best solution would be to have
all students enroll in one curriculum, such asengineering. That
would be sheer foolery, in addition to being an obvious waste
of talent. Rather, we feel that there should be a counselor on
campus capable of advising students in a quandary on all
aspects of the arts, sciences, and professions.
How can we
expect the regular advisers, all of whom have a full or overfilled teaching load, to be able to devote the additional time
necessary for counseling?
It is foolish to expect that the professors who are best qualified to counsel the arts students will
be able to do so, because they are the men with the heaviest
teaching load. In addition, who is there on campus capable
of advising women students on the myriad of lucrative fields
open to them? A woman student is sorely beset, on the Mines
campus, if she seeks advice on the biological, medical, or other
scientific fields.
'
We suggest an additional member of the Humanities
Department, one who is trained and who is given enough time;
to counsel. We feel that such a person would show a material
return on the necessary investment in terms of value produced
by properly counseled students. We ,also feel that such a person
could substantially
lower the failure rate at our school.

Dear Sir:

According to' official school statistics, this year we have about 41 %
general students on our campus,
compared with 46% last year. This
small change in the percentage is
in no way indicative of any trend,
howev.er, as the total number of
general students has increased over
last year. The chances are that this
figure will continue to increase over
the next few years. But, in reality,
what does the school profit from
these people? There are grumblings
around the campus about the poor
scholars that this class has brought
us. I do not doubt for a minute
that there are some fine and competent boys with us for this year,
perhaps more of these than we
really deserve. There are, however,
matters
lrke
freshman
physical
geology.
This is a very sensible
course, taught in a logical manner,
and, I presume, simply enough so
that it will not frustrate too many
freshman.
Some of the boys tell
me that the average on the first
hour exam was a wild 67%. After
looking over several copies of the
exam, I think that this is next to
impossible, but yet it was done.
With no offense to the Geology
Department, a moron should have
been able to pass the .exam. This
leaves only one conclusion, that the
freshmen are not a class that will
ever be noted for an abundance of
mental heavyweights, or as far as
that goes, even hard students.
It causes me to reflect on a letter
to the editor that· appeared in the
Amplifier about three years ago
when I was a tender freshman. The
letter questioned the wisdom of the
opening of the Student Union Building, and expressed the idea that the
money, if it had to be spent, could
have been better spent on a new
Congratulations
are appropriate:
first, to the football team chemistry
or
geology
building.
for its well-deserved win; second, to the M-Club for the ob- At the time I did not really see
viously detailed thought and planning that went into this what the individual meant, but after
the passing of a few years, I see
fourth Homecoming at MSM ; last, to the vivacious Miss Keane the true impact; of the building. 'In
for her reign as queen. We are glad to see that the M-Club effect, what it means is that this
utilized this day to further the interests of our school in the building and the type of activities
mode of promotion and type of activities involved. The student' that go with it are attracting the
students to our school, and not the
body, cognizant of this procedure, responded well. As all who f
ame f 0 M r. M urray ' s c hemi
ernrs try
attended these functions will readily admit, the parade was course. This points up that a lot
original, the ball game startling, the 'barbeque tasty, and the of the students are up here looking
for a, Freudian Womb of sorts, a
dance enjoyable.
'
return to the good old days of High
However, we must, in all objectivity, reiterate a point that School, "Going Steady" or some
was made last year. It is obvious that we are rapidly becoming sue h puppy 1'0 t •
This leads to one logical conclua minority, but we feel that this year's, Homecoming
was an
sion, that we must change the stuelegant imitation of the procedure as practiced at the larger ddent. body ~robUlfd the school! 'and
universities in our country.
Last year we were able to state
o It qUlC.
~ ore th e engmeers
that Homecoming
was not a "venerated tradition"
at MSM; become a ml~lonty. One of the best
apparently, a faction of our school is making it such. More ways that this could be done would
be to make t~e. student union into
credit to them, but we only implore that they create an activity a geology building, Dr. Hall could
on campus, honoring the football team and alumni, that is as use the larger lecture ro?m, an.d a
original and as singular as Montana School of Mines is unique few of. these J?en.tal lightweight
types might be. mclm~d to leave jf
and singular.
the Saturday night mixers and the
Perhaps the importance placed on Homecoming
this year pool tables went the way of Cain.
Yours,
is indicative 01 the social and educational trend that has come
Frank Trask III

HThe Midnight
Snack of
Paul Revere"
Listen my children and you shall
hear
Of the midnight
snack of Paul
Revere.
Twas in December, 1909,
W'I
P 1 d 'd d
di~~. au
eCI e to go out to
I

Twas just a snack, or so he said,
.But it wasn't just a loaf of bread.
Turkeys and roast, and puddings
and wines,
And breads and vegetables of all
EDITORIAL
STAFF
kinds.
Editor
- _ _._
__
_
Lee Saperstein
But still he said it was only a snack,
Make-Up and Copy Editors
_
Mae Brennan, June Quane
Feature Editor
··
·..· ·..··..·· ·
_
Doreen Shea Although he cleaned out every rack
Sports Editor ..··..···..· -_
-..·
·
·.._
Calvin Strobel Of the pantry, and all :was bare,
Assistant Sports Editor
·..·..·
__
Tom Downey Not even a hair was, 111ftof the hare.
Women's News Editor
·_
·_
Lee Ann Peterson
even a bone was left for the
Photographers
_
: _
Don Hrusk.a,. Joe Young Not
dog.
,
Reporters _
John Badovmac, Joel Barry, Wilham Chebul,
John Evans, Margy Gardner, Andy Kujawa, Lyle Latham, Gee, wasn't Paul a great 'big hog?
William Novack, Steve Oreskovich,
Carolyn Stuart, Gary
Treglown, Robert Miller, Bill Daily.
"There is no finer technical school
in the world. It has a reputation all
BUSINESS
STAFF
Business Manager
_
_
Frank Trask III over the world and one that is most
Mike
MansBusiness Ad Solicitors
Ann Mullany, Mary Kay Larsen, Donna Burks deserved."-Senator
feld of MSM at Homecoming.
'
In 1923 the old gymnasium
Subscription Rate $1.50 Per Year
erected in 1910, was doubled i~
length and completely remodelled
building.
Pubtished bi-monthly during the academic year by the Associated to make an engineering
Students School of ,Mines at Butte, Montana. Entered as Second Class The new gym was built in 1924-5.
matter o~ January 21, 1960, at the Post Office at Butte, Montana, under
A man is a success today if it
the Act of March 3, 1879, as amended.
costs him more to support the government than it does to support his
wife and kids.

AMPLIFIER STAFF

November

8,' 1963

From The Desk of
The Student-Body
President

Homecoming '63 was 'undoubtedly
a complete success, Because "M"
club initiative was coupled with student body cooperation, MSM alumni and. students were treated to one
of the most eventful Homecomings
ever staged, The diversified activities enabled each willing student
to use his or her own special talent
and by so doing to become mor-e
a part of the school. This mutual
cooperation of individual students
and student organizations
has had
a unifying effect on the school as
a whole.

By John

Evans

T his art i c 1e
gives me the opportunity
to extend a personal
thank-you to everybody who worked toward the goal
of making Homecoming 1963 the
best ever. Special
thanks go to Tom
As Homecoming
queen for this,
Liebsch and Pat
year, I wish to thank everyone who
Marx, who were
helped in making Saturday,
Oc- co-chairmen of the dance committober 26, a perfect day for the prin- tee; Dan Stowe and Bi11 Madison,
cesses and me. Team victory and who were co-chairmen of the paextensive publicity have made the rade and half-time activities; Fuzzy
people of Butte and the entire state Olson, who was in charge of the
more conscious of our school' for barbeque; Arnie Gutfeld, chairman
the abi_Ii~y.to organize and carr y of publications and publicity; and
out activities as extensive as those Dale Fellows, who took care of the
during
Homecoming
this
year Mines new fight, songs.
Further,
proves that students here are social- Lee Ann Peterson and Kitty Keane
ly as well as mentally aware. We were among the coeds whose help
are proud to represent
Montana in organizing some of the HomeSchool of Mines, and we appreciate coming events was invaluable. The
the .contribut!ons of the many peo- services
of Frank
Lavelle
also
ple invo lvad 111 making it a Success. greatly facilitated the success of this
Kitte Keane
spectacle.
The opposition
of engineering
majors to general students was lessened very considerably
through
Homecoming.
Mines would have
had a very drab and unsuccessful
By Lee Ann Peterson
Homecoming if the general students
Heartiest congratulations to Kitte had not contributed so much time
Keane, M.S.M. Homecoming Queen and effort. In bringing the general
of 196~, and to her princesses Mary and engineering
students together
Pat .Tlddy, Beth Jones, Mary Claire in a common capacity, HomecomSulhvan, and Jane Gibson all of ing is unique. The School of Mines
whom looked stunning at th~ Home- obviously is no longer just an encoming Dance. Queen Kitte wore gineering college, as evidenced by
a turquoise silk dress and a tur- the enrollment in past years. Alquoise and white-brocade coat with though the college graduates only
shoes to match the coat. Jane wore engineering
students,
slightly less
a blue and gold-brocade sheath with than half of the present enrollment
gold shoes. Beth wore an aqua-and- are enrollees whose endeavors lie
lavender,
bell-shaped
dress with in fields other than engineering. For
matching
lavender
shoes.
These students interested in courses other
three ingenious girls made their than mineral technology, the Mines
own outfits for th,e dance. Mary IS also a preparatory school.
Pat wore a red-chiffon dress with
In the near future, the Student
matchmg red shoes; Mary Claire Council with the help of the stu,w~re a beige brocade dress with dent body plans to organize another
beige shoes.
group on campus called the Student
The Coed Club officers entered Senate.
Tentative
plans for the
a decorated car in the Homecoming
Senate include a membership
of
Parade, in which Dolly Labranche
representatives
from each of the
delegate;
Lynn ~stey,
secretary~ main functional groups on campus.
trea~urer; and Sheila Dorgan, vice- These representatives would include
preSident, rode.
a member of the A WS, the M-Club,
Mixer Activity
. i\IME, the International
Club, pesMary Kay Larsen and K th
sibly the two fraternities, the freshBurke! co-chairmen of the mi~er:' man, sophomore, junior, and senior
~omI?lttee, have done an excellent classes, and any other campus orJob in organizing the mixers this ganizations
active on the MSM
year. They have made sorn
campus. The Senate would serve
original signs advertising th:
to fill the gap between the students
~rs. For example, they put a sign and the Student Council and help
in .the dorm which read Students make the. Council a more efficient
EnJ?y Mixers, attracting .rnuch at- and effective I11strument of student
tention.
Also,
Mary
Kay
and government,
By amendment of the
Kathy and the rest of the rni
,ASSM
constitution
powers of the
committee had some very good Ycie::s Senate will be vested in its single
for the Halloween
mixer. There v.ote in all Student Council deciwere some very unusual decorations
sions.
~uc~ as the cauldron' filled with dry
I feel that any problems of the
Ice 1':1 the center of the floor, and stud en ts could be met and' solved
~e JaIt-o~lanterns
on th» tables. easier through the Student Senate
Have
OVlg, Ken Arne, and Ray and the Student Council and that,
d yp~a a~ded to the atmosphere by finally, these problems' could be
ressmg m Halloween fashion.
taken to the Administration
by the
Mother's Tea Held
Student Council.
The _Mother's Tea was held Sunday, November 3. It was decided
~o have the tea in the fall this year The general chairman of the Tea
mstea,d of the spring, So that the was Kathy Verona. Vicki Garrison,
coeds
mothers
could meet each C.heryl Costello, and Sandy Saloother befo:e the year is Over. The vlch served on the invitations co!11George
Ann
Thurston,
stude,;t WiVeS, faculty wives, and mittee.
and Mary
coeds J?others were all invited' to Mary Jean Ungaretti,
the affair. A fall motif with bronze Beth O'Leary were on the refreshgold.. and brown flowers and dec~ ment committee. Mary Vukich and
oratlOn~ beautified the setting For ;Ellen Hurlbut were on the greet~ntertamment a style show, exhibit- mg committee. Doris Ranney, Ann
mg the dresses some of the girls Mullany and Ann Murawski conthe
serving
committee.
wore to the Homecoming
Dance stituted
was p;esented. Miss Satter and Mrs' Kitte Keane, Kay Chambers, and
the enMcBnde poured the coffee and tea: Sharon Hihnala arranged
tertainment.

WO'MEN'S NIEWS,

HOMECOMING

to MSM. It was not too many years ago that a majority of the
students would have scoffed at th is year's activities. They, too,
are of the wrong attitude; nobody should ridicule ,an activity
that gives our school such good publicity.
However" nobody
should place an emphasis on this activity to the exclusion of
what, we hope, is the purpose of this institution-education.
However, we are drifting into something which should rightfully be the subject of a different editorial.
One last word to the sponsors of Homecoming.
Do not allow
it to become so large and time consuming that the Administration moves to make it a biennial event, as was done to an
activity, that we feel is much more representative of the school's
basic nature-Engineering
Days.

Friday,

I

~~7I

===============

CAMPUS CALEN DAR
NOVEMBER
5-Continental
Oil Co.
6-Shell
Oil Co.
9-Mines
vs. Carroll
11'- Veterans Day
I5-International
Club
I8-Socony

(Interview)
(Interview)

114
114

Pet.

Bldg.

114

Pet.

Bldg.

114

Mobil OU Co., Inc.

(Interview)
I9-Socony
Mobil Oil Co., Inc.
Summer Employment
for Juniors
I9-Pan-American
Petroleum Corp.
21-U.S.

Pet. Bldg.
Pet. Bldg.
Here

Steel

Corporation

(Interview)
(Interview)

Pet. Bldg. 114
Met. Bldg. 101

Friday,

November

8, 1963-

Sub Boss - - ..
Top Notch

Speakers'

Mines Offers Services

Upon entering. the sub,. an alert
student will notice t~ hl~ left a
door which is marked in big, .blac.k
letters-"OFFICE".
The office IS
the part-time home of our student
manager
Jack Weaver.
Most of
us are ~cquainted with Jack, but
a' few details are needed to better
inform students about him and his
job as student manager.
A junior maJon~g in petrC!leum
engineering
Jack IS from Trident,
Montana, ~nd his wife Karen IS
from Three Forks, Montana. They
are the proud patents of a seventeen-month-old
son. Although f~m-.
ily comes first, Jack finds the time
to take part in many of the orgaI?izations on campus. ASide from his
duties as student manager, he has
played varsity backetball for two
years; he is also a member of ~hc
M-Club and Theta Tau frate!,mty.
He participates in most of the lI?tramural sports offered at the ~I~es,
also enjoying hunting an? fishing.
This is quite a list of activities for
someone as busy as Jack.
.
General care of the recreation
rooms and lounges in the sub IS
part of the job of the student m!lnager. Jack is in charge of issuing
equipment to the pool rooms atd
ping-pong
rooms,
and
he a so
checks out chess and checker games
to interested students.
Though he
10 'Tl1~ UN!:XPecreo HeAVY (3'NIZOLM£NT -111E" APMINI&rJ?ATICA'l
polices the lounges an.d the reb1ie
HAS
ASKEV THAT I eLIMINATE A NUN1£?~ OF YOU, II
,
tion rooms, this duty IS the 0 g
tion of every student. Consequently
the work of the student manager I AM THE PRINTING
PRESS
and of the entire sub staff would
By Robert H. Davis
be made much easier if students
would dispose of their coffee and I am the printing press, bor? of
coke cups, paper plates, and ~aPd- the mother earth. My heart IS of
kins in the trash cans provide
steel, my limbs are of Iron, and
for them.
d th my fingers are of brass.
Both the student body an,
e
Who is the mysterious
gunman
faculty should appreciate Jack s ef- I sing the songs of the world, t.he
ficient management of t~e sub, dOw oratorios of history, the symphonies that shot Dave Rovig while he was
watching
the Rocky-Mines
game
that we have gained a little un er- of all time.
October 5?
standing of Jack and the respon-.
sible job of student manager.
I am the voice of to-day, the herald
Chivalry is not dead', as proved
of to-morrow.
I weave into the
Ruth Toppari
warp of the past the woof of the by John Brouillette.
future.
I tell the stones of peace is said to have locked the car keys
inside her car, but John was able
and war alike.
to retrieve them for her. Clothes
I make the human heart bea~ with hangers have versatile uses, don't
passion or tenderness.
I stir the they, John?
The physical-geology
class lof th~ pulse of nations, and make br.ave
fall semester of "63" is the arges_ men do braver deeds, and soldiers
Doreen Shea has been seen in
. held at the Mines. The Museum
die.
the Sub giving a dog her coffee.
I wonder why she is so shakey?
Auditorium building is fl11~1tto c
pacity with 170 students, a' laug d I inspire the midnight. toiler, weary
by Dr Hall.
The beauti f I;l an at his loom, to lift his head agam
We can tell John Ellis is a Cainteresting
rock specimens, in sur- and gaze, with fea\lessness, mto the nadian just from the map he drew
rounding cases, diISt ra ct theherattendif- vast beyond, seeking the consola- of North America for speech class.
I'll bet he's near-sighted.
tion of the students, ant: 11 AI- tion of a hope eternal. :
ficult situation for Dh"
blic adWhen I speak, a myriad people lisAnd then there's Professor Laity,
though talking over t e Plnterestdress is a novelty and very
k is ten to my voice. The Saxon, the who does excellent pantomimes of
.
Latin, the Celt, the Hun, the Slav, TV ads.
ing, to do so three ?ays a wee
very tiresome and d.lfflcrlt·d·
run- the Hindu, all comprehend me.
After every rain shower there's
Another problem mvo ve IS f the
ning the projector at hthefbac:
ex- I am the tireless clarion of the a stringy hairdo. Ask any cheerws
I
cry
your
joys
and
sorrows
leader.
room and gomg to t e ron
ublic
plain the slides over .the .p ures ~~er~ hour. I fill the dullard's I?ind
Jack Weaver
and Hugo Pulju
address.
After about SIX 'k~ct Dr. with thoughts uplifting. _I an:t light,
and six dashes to th e ITIm~y be knowledge, po~er. I epitomize the have been playing silly games. Is
conquests
of
mmd
over
matter.
that how you get' your good lab
Hall recesses the class.
k ingrades, Jack?
that he will turn out for trac
I am the record of all things m!lncognito.
that these
My ~ffsprmg
Jack Barnes has convinced Mrs.
Tt seems, how.ever, ffect on the kind has. achieved.
ome to you in the candle s glow, Peck he's hard of hearing.
Eh,
trials have no seno s e Hall.
The
what
did you say?
r . tly alerted ~mid the dim lamps of pover~y, the
test schedule of
splendor of ric~es; at sU1~nse, at
entire campus was re~~10gy exam.
high noon, and m. the wanmg eveSay, Miss Gale, would you please
that there was a f g d hidden in
explain to us how your car got
Students could be oun f the cam- ning.
hung up on the rocks?
every nook and crannY'?b'
test"
I am the laughter and tears. of th.e
I wonder what Jane E. Gibson
pus, cramming for the
Ig
.
world, and I shall never. die until was looking for in the men's locker
all things return to the Immutable room. Maybe, she just has trouble
reading signs.
dust.

!=

;1V'ue

Freshman
Geology Trials

ht

:'0

----

D

'liThe Challenge "

Standing here below
Looking towards the
They said I c?uld~'t
I'll do it or I 11 die.
Sandra

Bureau

the cliff,
skr,
do It.
Smethurst

I am the printing

As a public service, MONTANA
SCHOOL
OF MINES offers faculty and student speakers on a variety of subjects.
The following
faculty members are available, and
others have talks for special occasions
including
elementary
and
high-school commencement addresses. Many foreign students have also
indicated
willingness
to discuss
their customs, traditions, education,
political situations, or social life.
James K. Archibald, Alumnus,
1. "Opportunity
is Security"
Dr. S. L. Groff, Asst. Professor
of Geology. Geologist for Montana
Bureau of Mines and Geology
1. "Geology
and Water,
Montana's Hidden Wealth"
2. "Coal, Montana's New Industrial Raw Material"
3. "Soviet
Strategy
for World
Conquest"
W. Clifford Laity, Professor and
Head Department
of Humanities
and Social Studies
1. "History
of the Constitution
of the United' States"
2. 'Humanities and Social Studies
in Engineering
Education"
Robert W. Mannon, Asst. Professor Petroleum Engineering
1. "Drilling for Oil"
]. G. McCaslin, Assoc. Professor
of Physics
1. "A Demonstration
To Show
How Shelter
Will Protect
You
From Fallout"
R. I. Smith, Assoc. Professor
Metallurgy
1. "Ceramics"
2. "Popular Metallurgy"

of

Gustav Stolz, Assoc. Professor
and Head Department of Petroleum
Engineering
1. "Transition From High School
To College"
K. S. Stout, Assoc. Professor and
Head Department
of Engineering
Science
1. "Dieting Adventures of a Fat
Man"
2. "Montana
Before
Man
(A
Geologic History)"
Other faculty members will be
happy to speak on subjects relating to their specific fields in Engineering Science, Geological,
Geophysical, Metallurgical,
Min era I
Dressing,
Mining, and Petroleum
Engineering.
Foreign students may speak only
in, areas near the Montana School
of Mines. The group desiring their
services
must arrange
for their
roundtrip transportation.
TO
SECURE
A SPEAKER
write or call: Jo_hn G. McCaslin,
Speaker's Bureau, Montana School
of Mines, Butte,. Montana.
Phones: Office: 792-8632. Home:
792-0736.
'
Requests for speakers should give
three-weeks' notice, if possible, state
which speaker desired, which topic,
the type and size of the group he is
to address, and the date. "Every
effort will be made to fulfill requests, but the availability
of a
speaker depends upon his schedule
and time," said Professor McCaslin,
co-ordinator.

STUDENTS VISIT
AR(O
On October 24, Professor Young
and several senior. and- graduate
students journeyed to the National
Reactor Testing Station near Arco;
Idaho. The Atomic Energy Commission had opened the operating_
facilities
at the station
for the'
purpose of allowing interested Senior students arid instructors
to observe the operations of the installation.
Those who attended
this
first in a series of field trips were
W. Lenton, J. Conway, N. Sulli-_
van, G. Villena, C. Gale, R. Shogren, Y. Mock, R. Murry, F. Bazzanella, R. Kotow, C. Palagi, V. Galerreta, L. Parekh,
B. Harris,
B.
Hill.
This trip was primarily
of interest to civil, mechanical, electrical,
and metallurgical
engineers.
The
tour consisted
of a visit to the
Advanced Test Reactor in the final
stages of construction, the Materials
Testing
Reactor,
the Engineering
Test Reactor, and a discussion of
reactor design, fuel materials, electrical engineering and instrumentation and its test-irradiation
pro-'
gram. Too, the group also saw the
Experimental
Breeder Reactor No.
2, the Commission's
newly completed fast-breeder
reactor
prototype for central-power
applications
and remote-controlled,
closed-cycle,
fuel-reprocessing
and refabrication'
facility.
The National
Reactor
Testing
Station is located 74 miles southeast
of Arco, Idaho.
It is a station
where the Atomic Energy Commission can, with maximum
safety,
build, test, and operate various types
of nuclear reactors,
allied plants,
and equipment.
It has the world's.
largest and most varied collection
of reactors: research, testing, power, and propulsion.
Though
the
NRTS planned in 1949 to accommodate 10 reactors by 1964, thirtythree had been brought to criticality
(steady operation)
by January
of
1963.
NRTS covers some 572,000 acres
of sagebrush
land on the Snake
River plains; the investments in the
facilities approximate
$300,000,000,
NRTS produced the first usable
quantities of electri"city, proof-tested
the feasibility of nuclear propulsion
for both submarine
and surface
ships, and many other "firsts" are
accredited to this installation.

GLEE CLUB PLANS
Glee Club, one of the extracurric_
ular activities of M.S.M., provides
much enjoyment for many of the
students.
The director of the club;
Professor Ralph Smith, does a· fine
job directing
the group in their
musical selections.
Dr. McLeod is
faculty adviser for the club.
During the past years, the Glee
Club has sung for many service'
organizations
and churches.
Presently, the club is preparing a repertoire of songs to sing for programs
beginning the second semester
of
the school year,
All individuals who have attended
regularly throughout
the year and
who. have participated
in the programs receive M music letters. The
club invites all who are interested
and enjoy singing to come to the
next meeting, All .meetings are at
4:15 p.m., every Wednesday, in the
library museum.
.

press.

(The poem reprinted
abov~ appeared on a bronze plaque m the
reception room of the New York
Sun.)
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

.J.

If you are interested in a career in the petroleum industry . . . be sure
to check your opportunities with

Come In and See

BILL'S MEN SHOP

Features

RUSSELL STOVER CANDY
37 West

For the Latest

Pork

Compliments

29 WEST PARK

Colonial

of

In Men's Apparel

Bake Shop

GENE'S
FURS-FEMININE
48 West

Pork Street

FASHIONS
Butte

Petroleum

Corporation

Mr. J. C. McCarthy', Division Engineer for Pan American Petroleum Corporation, will be on this campus on Tuesday, November 19, 1963, to d-iscuss
career opportunities with senior and graduate students majoring in engineering fields.
.-

1815 HARRISON AVE.

Appointments for interviews with Mr. McCarthy are being made through
the office of Mr. D. C. McAuliffe, Dean of College and Placement' Director.
Descriptive literature and interview records q.re available there.

COLONIAL SKYROOM

Pan American is one of the world's leading oil and gas producing companies. It offers challenging careers in fields of engineering. _ Plan now to
see .Mr. McCarthy to learn what Pan American
can offer you.
,

THE

ARCH I'BALD ,cO.

Pan' American

1815 HARRISON AVE.
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Friday [:2 November.

Magma
Theme

Saperstein Goes
To Germany

'SCHOLARSHIP
WINNERS(Continued From Page 1)

Chooses

By Doreen Shea
Organizes Staff
The idea was born in the dorm
The staff' of the 1964 Magma,
orie day lasryear when Lee Saper- advised by Mr. Frank Young', has
stein and some of the fellows were chosen as a theme for this: year's
talking about how t~ey'd. like to student annual "the progress' df·.the
travel abroad. The discussion was Montana School 'of Mine's in telasoon forgotten-by
all. but Lee, tion to the development
of the
who the more he- thought about It, state's 'mineral industries."·
became determined to transfofm the
This year's editor and chief of
idea into reality. His first step w~s the Magma staff is Ed Shumaker.
to contact, business relations
m His coeditors and their departments
Germany, to see what chances were are as follows:
Wally Busenius,
for his eing able to spend thesum-, introduction;
Gerald Francis Rau,
mer there working in the mines. faculty
pictures;
Larry .Katcher,
Then, when he was. assured of a class pictures; Jerry Peters, organjob, he made the tnp official b,y, izations : Myron
Taylor,
sports;
contacting IAESTE. (the AIME s Don Riegger, special events; Joe
International
ASSOCiation for .the Young, photography;
and Arth~r
Exchange of Students for Techmcal W. Clarkson, Jr., layout. The busiExperience).
So, on June 15, Lee ness manager is Robert Harter.
was aboard a plane bound for HamOther Magma staff members are
b urg.
id d Earl Berryman, William H
K .. Boll
While in Germany,. Lee rest e III Sheila Dorgan, Andy
ujawa,
as a boarder with a family m Lehrte, Jos~ph Lee. Delores Maunder, Joe
a town near Hanover. He worked O'Mara
Sandy
Salovich,
Joan
in a potash salt ~i~e; and dunng Steadm~n John C. Sullivan, William
his free time, he visited many Eu- Sullivan, 'Valerie
Garrison,
Kep
ropean towns and cities, s.ome of Calder, Ed! Panisko,
and Dons
which are Kassel, Got tin g e n, Ranney.
.
Braunschweig, Copenhagen, HohenThe 1964 Magma will appear next
linburg,
Dusseldo:f,.
Koln
(~ol-. fall. All students are urged' to give
ogne) Mainz Heidelburg,
Zunch, every possible assistat;ce in pro~ucand Dim. O~ his slides, ~ee. has ing a yearbook of which the Mines
captured scenes taken on his s!ght-may
justly be proud.
seenig
trips
that
are
typische
Deutsch
typically
German) : the
winding streets lined w ith old and
new buildings, the large City parks, / The Montana
Data Processing
the canals of Copenhagen, and even Association held its fa-ll meeting in
a German parade.
room 10 Petroleum
Building at
For eight weeks, Lee worked Montana' School of Mines; on Satunderground' in the Lehrte mme, urday November 2, beginning at
observing that German rmnmg has 10 a.~. All persons interested
achieved a high degree of techno 1- data processing were welcomed.
ogy.Miners
use carbide lamps, ~ut
Dr. Adam Smith, professor
in general mining methods are q.u!te mathematics at Montana School of
modern. The principal commodities Mines' Professor John G. McCasmined are coal, salt,. and Iron. lin associate professor in the de"There is not much difference be- pa;tment
of' physics at Moptana.
tween German mines and the Butte School of Mmes; and Damel J.
mines" says Lee. He noticed, how- Regan, manager. of· the machine
ever 'that the German government accounting department for Montana
is stricter in imposing safety re- Power Company, were the local
strictions. He informs us th,!-t Ger- planning committee .for the event.
man miners bring peppermmt tea.
An informal meetmg over coffee
DOLORES
A. LABRANCHE
along with them into the mines to at 10 started the day's activities.
combat the extreme heat;
They The business meeting. was schedalso sometimes
substitute.
beer, uled for 10:30. Philip
Beagles, WOMAN'S
CLU B which, incidentally he says, is very Planning
Engineer
for Montana .GRANTS SCHOLARSH IP
good. Toward the end of ~he sum- Power
Company,
addressed
t~e
mer Lee spent two weeks above group at 11 o'clock on the tOpI.C, Ropert Toivonen ,received a grant
ground in Qne of his f~ther's factory "The Use of Digital Computers m ·from the Butte Woman's Club to
contacts in Ulm, which boasts of Engineering".
aid him in his studies at the School
the' ta:11est: 'church tower in the
Lunch was at the Four B's, and of Mines. Mr. Toivonen is a junior
world. Here he was regarded mote at 1:00 visit was scheduled to the this year and plans to graduate in
as a professional observer than as min'eral museum at :Montana School the field of Metallurgical Engineera worker.
of' Mines. -At 1 :30 Leo_na Barnes,. ing.
But, alas, the summer was over, 'professor of COmmerce at Mo
.'
and mid-September
f 0 u n d Lee State College, reported on her atThe School of Mines was first
aboard a plane again, headin.g bac!< ten dance at a summer computer
represented
by a basketball team
to the United States and ultImately workshop,
Commencing' at 2:00,
to. Montana School of Mines, where George Dirth, Process CoIitrol ~ep- in 1908.
he -is now a senior in mining-natresentativefrom
the San FranCISco
urally. .
office of IBM, .disGussed "Digital
Computer 'Controls". From. 3 t04
Ellis Office Supply
o'clock "Forms, Manufacturing, DeMINERAL DRESSERS TREK sign and Specification" was the
ENGINEERING SUP'PUES
Tuesday, October .15, at 1:00 p.m., topic of a. talk by Donald Sw:an,
Systems
Planning
Represen~atIve,
129
N:Main
Butte
Professor McGlash'l.n, head of the
San Francisco.
Mineral-Dressing
department;
Mr. UARCO
Phone 723'-8383
Frank 'McFeely, associate profesZiesing, miner<;tl-dressing instructor,

Processors

Meet

and several students
headed' toward Philipsburg, Montana, to inspect the Taylor-Knapp
Mining
Company washing and concentrator
plant,'
This plant, located about fort~seven miles northwest of Butte, IS
an important domestic' producer of
battery-grade manganese. Its product is considered, by some, ·to be
far superior. to foreign grades.
'
Processing by the Taylor-Knapp
Mining Company plant is separa,ted
into two distinct stages. In the first
stage the run-of-mill
ore, taken
from'two underground locations (a
34% manganese
content),
is upgraded to 50% by gravity concentration. The second, stage is comprised of a magnetic-separation
cir-

Compliments

=======:=::::::=====:==

cuit, in which thOeconcentrate, from"
the first stage is further upgraded,
to give a product of approximately
68% MnO, content to comply with
specifications of the dry-cell-battery
industry.
.

Don's Triangle
Drive Inn
TRI-BURGERS
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,
last for a ;lifetime!

GOODS and

HARDWARE STORE

83

East Park St.

Leggat
Where

Butte, Montana

Barber Shop
Mines' Students

Get CLIPPED
Tom Miller
52 W; B'roadway

Butte

THE TOGGERY

of

MONTANA'S LEADING
CLOTHING STORE
For MEN and BOYS

Ed, Phyllis and Bernie
/

136 WESr

lI2 LB. OF BEEF

JUDD

PHlt
.

MERKLE
!

crowd was requested to stand clear.
while the queen made her entrance.
While. the Grand March was being
played, the 'queen (Miss Keane)"
was escorted by "Fuzzy"
Olson,
The princesses-Jane
Gibson, Beth
Jones, Mary Clare Sullivan, and
Mary Pat Tiddy-were
escorted. by
Dale Fellows, Mike Kujawa, George
Sever and "Moose" Thomas.
I Carol Dunstan,
1962 Homecorning Queen of. M.S.M.. conducted _.
"Changing of the Robe" ceremony ; then Mis's Keane took command of the evening.
.
i The "Changing of the Robe" ceremony was followed by a brief
speech by Mr. Evans and the presMINING MUSEUM
entation of the .plaque to Coach
(Continued From Page 1)
Simonich by the. M-Club. Mr. Sisuch as head frames, arrostres, monich expressed his appreciation,
whims, and other mining equipment and the dance once again resumed.
whose normal use is in the out- All in ali, a gala. event was the
doors or whose appurtenances
are Homecoming ball.
too large for economical housing.
An indoor portion of the museum
will consist of a mineral display and training ground for some. of the
other paraphernalia
that ate too mining world's mast prominent figsmall or valuable for outdoor ex- tires. Here on the hill, and scat-·
tered throughout
adjacent ravines
position.
and sideslopes, are still to· .pe found
Largely, because of tile workings r~mnants of Butte's early mining
of the Anaconda' Company and the history. The<1n-ifSeliri'l'''wil!serve as
Montana School of Mines, Butte a .landmark and milestone to the
is regarded in the mining frater- development of mining in the world,
nity of the world as the' genesis of
particular
reference
to the
modern mining practice and the with
Butte operations.

~=============~

sor
. mathematics
Montanaof ~
State:'bfCollege,
is the at·
presid~nt
the' Association, ' , .

:HOMECOMING
DANCE
(Continued "From Page 1) , .

Chess was first :played in India
back in the year A.D. 500. However, evidence on the Egyptian tomb
of Tutankhamen suggests that chess
might have been played as early as
3000 B.C. It is an old game, although
the Montana
School of
Mines Chess Club is still in its
youth. The founder, Robert Norton, deserves much credit for the
growth and continuation
of this
organization.
Dr. Adam J, Smith
has also played an important part
in making the Chess Club a success
by his sponsorship and knowledge
of the game.
.
To start the year, a chess tournament has begun. Members .and
mariy nonmembers join in to compete against one another's
skills.
Even the coeds have taken an interest in this tournament. The main
purpose of this contest is to. bring
an interest in chess to any students
,who have a desire to learn the
game.
The membership
has been increasing rapidly, and we have hopes
becoming the top club on the
campus. If you have any interest
in chess, attend a meeting and
learn how chess can be fun. Ch
is a game of logic; once a few simpie rules are learned, one can plan
his own strategy and come out a
winner.
The meetings are held
every
Tuesday
in the Student
Union Building at 7:30 p.rn. All
meetings are open; so feel free to
come anytime.

I

•

I

"Chess,' Anyone?

a

0

8;<;1.963:·.

PARK

117 N. Main

Sayato,vic
White's Funeral
Home

·Phone 792-7320
The exclusive new

MEMBER
ORDER OF THE GOtDEN

'~he

Friendly"

METALS <BAN'K

& TRUST "COMPANY
Butte, Montana

307 W Park Street
PHONE 723-6531

RULE

MICROMATIC

Record Playerl

: . " exceeds ~ other players in accuracyand reliability. It
IS Jam-proof, fool·proof-and:eliminates
annoying pitch
distortions; turntable speec:1lisaccurate as an electric
clock. The pick-up tracks and'traces perfectly at a featherlight l/lOth ounce touc~-:-banishes surface noise,
record and stylus wear. Your records can last a lifetime
••• the Diamond Stylus is Guaranteed for 10 years! •

COME IN -let us demonstrate. the many other features that distinguish Magnavox Stereo High Fidelity as
the world's finest.. Select from the widest variety of
beautiful styles-Console - are priced from only $149.50
-Portables from only $69.90.
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November

8, 1963

THE

Campus Clubs
Choose Leaders
The
various
clubs
on campus
have
been
busy
electing
officers
during the past hurried weeks. The
results are here listed:
Anderson-Carlisle

Society

Pres.-David
Rovig
Sec'y- Treas.-Kenneth
A~ne
V. Pres.-Mining-Art
DItto
.
Petroleum-Bill
Bayliff
Metallurgy-Bill
Harris
Adviser:
William Van Matre

MONTANA

Sigma Rho.
Archon-Art
Ditto
Y. Archon-c-Conrad
Engelhardt
Treas.-Manley
Stallings
Sec.-Don
Podobnik
Scribe-Joseph
Kandle
Sec.-at-Arms-Calvin
Strobel
Adviser-Frank
Young
Those
with an interest
in chess
are urged to join their friends
in
the Chess Club-Girls
are welcome.
Officers:
Pres.-Frank
Wills
Sec.-Marvin
Persons
Adviser-Adam
J. Smith

SCHOOL

OF

MINES

AMPLIFIER

Page

ASM
Pres.-Bill
Harris
V. Pres.-Bob
Shogren
Sec.-Charles
Gale
Tr eas.e=Ray Murray

MID-SEASON STATISTICS
Carries

George Sever
Dale Fellows
Pat Leary
Gary Evans
Dale J ozovich

Newman
Club
Pres.-Dan
Stowe
V. Pres.-Carole
Stevens
Treas.-Frank
McGarry
Rec.-Sec.-Donna
Lubick
Corres. Sec.-Carol
Reap
Adviser-J.
G. McCaslin
Director-Father
H. "Black.

LITTLE MAN ON THE CAMPUS

Pres.-Sam
. Sec.-George
Director-R.
Adviser-K.
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$1.00
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Butte, Mont.
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Western Wallops
Orediggers
Western
Montana
College of Education
used a thundering
ground
game to smash
an inept Montana
Mines, 31-0, and, as a result,
ran
its
loop-winning
streak
to
16
straight.
The first two Dillon scores came
as a result
of Oredigger
fumbles.
After
the
Orediggers
took
the
opening
kickoff,
they fumbled
on
the first play from scrimmage,
with
Western
recovering
on the Mines
27. Three plays later the Bulldogs
scored from the one-yard
line.
The Mines repeated
its first-play
fumble
after
taking
the
ensuing
kick, and Western
once more recovered on the Mines 20. Five plays
later
Jerry
Fitzsimmons
took
a
pitchout
from N etz, and went over
from the one. Mick Delany booted
the extra
point
to send Western
in front 13-0 with only six minutes
gone.
These
two fumbles,
in addition
to fiv
th'
th
bi
e. 0 er mlscue~, were
e
Ig
story in the otherwIse.
hard-fought
footbal.1 game.
~he
Ime play
on
b?th sld~s, especially
on the Oredigger
SIde, :vas. rugged,
and the
s~ore v.;as .no indication
of the Orediggers
fme play.
W est~rn added two more touchdowns m the secon~ quarter,
holding
a 25-0
half-time
edge. The
Mines were determined
to move the
ball after the half, but were unable
to put in a sustaine~
drive to score.
The
Oredlggers
defense
was
once more the sparkling
play of the
game, as they held the highly touted Bulldogs
scoreless
throughout
most of the second. half.
Western
scored once more, however,
in the
last seven minutes
and, accordingly, clinched
its third
consecutive
MCC crown.
Outstanding
in the s t a I war t
Mines' defensive play were "Fuzzy"
Olson,
George
Sever,
Mike
Kujawa, Chuck Starin, Terry
Hebert,
"Moose"
Thomas,
Ed Panisko,
and
Stan and Paul Miller.
The
Montana
Mines
will
be
seeking
its second win of the season at home
next week
when
it
closes out its '63 schedule by playing the Carroll College Saints from
Helena.
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In
recognition
of an athlete's
faithful
service
to his school
and
team, a blanket
is being presented
to those men who letter in any of
the major
sports
for four years.'
This year's
football
team has two
The Greeks as Ivon Smikton.
players who are finishing
their colThe
Spaniards
call
him
Juan
lege careers:
Charles
Olson
and
Smithus.
George
Sever.
And in Turkey, he is disguised as
There
is some misunderstanding
Yoe Seef.
regarding
the rules and qualifications governing
the presentation
of
STATEMENT
OF OWNERSHIP,
the blanket.
The original ruling was
MANAGEMENT
AND CIRCULATION
(Act of October 23, 1962; Section 4369, that the athlete to receive the blanket must first graduate
from school,
Title' 39, United States Code)
1. Date of filing-SePtember
20, 1963. but because
of this year's
unique
2. Title of pubhcation-"The.
Ampli- situation,
problems
are arising
that
fier". 3. Frequency of issue-Bi-monthfor
reconsideration.
George
iy during the academic year. 4. Loca- call
tion of known office of publtcatron
Sever will not be graduating
from
(Street, city, county, state, zip codethe Mines, as he is a general
stuMontana School of Mines, Butte, Monto transfer
next setana, 59701 (Silver Bow County). 5. dent planning
Location of the headquarters
of gen- mester, and Charles Olson will not
eral business offices of the publishers
con;plete
his schooling
this corning
(Not
printers)-Montana
School
of
Mines, Butte, Montana, 59701 (Silver sprmg.
.
It has been learned, however, that
Bow County).
Publisher
(Name and
address)-Associated
Students
Mon- the ruling is a matter
that may be
tana School of Mines. Editor (Name changed
by the executive
council'
and address)-Faculty
Advisor Prof.
William W. Chance, Montana Schooj of of the student body officers. If they
Mines. Managing editor
(Name and so choose,
they may redefine
the
address)-None.
7. OWNER (If owned
as they see fit.
It is the
by a corporation, its name and address ruling
opinion of this writer that it would
must be stated and also immediately
thereunder
the names and addresses be more feasible to do so. Everyof stockholders
owning or holding 1 thing would be more reasonable
if
per cent or more of total amount of
the blanket were to be awarded
at
stock. If not owned by a corporation,
the names and addresses of the indi- the end of each season by the coach.
vidual owners must be given. If owned The blanket
is of the traditional
by a partnership
or other unincorCentered
porated firm, its name and address, as green and orange colors.
well as that of each individual must on the blanket
is the emblem
of
be given.) Name-e-Associated Students the sport played and the "M" and
of The Montana School of Mines. Adindicating
the years of
dress--Montana
School,of Mines, Butte, the stripes
Montana. fl. Known bondholders, mort- service.
Also,
the player's
name
gagees,
and other
security
holders
be embroidered
on the green
owning or holding 1 per cent Or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages award, along with our now famous
or other securities (If there are none, symbol, the "M". Additionally,
the
so state).
Name--None.
Address-- record compiled by the athlete, such
None. 9. Paragraphs
7 and 8 include, as all-conference.
selections
and AlIin cases where
the stockholder
or
ratings,
will be included.
security holder appears upon the books American
of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of
the person or corporation
for whom
such trustee is acting, also the statements in the two paragraphs show the
affiant's
full knowledge
and belief
The sunrise was vivid.
It burst
as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security into a riot of reds and gold, burnholders who do not appear upon the ing the gray
dawn
sky.
Golden
books of the company as trustees, hold
of sun radiate
from where
stock and securities in a capacity other beams
behind
the mounthan that of a bona fide owner. Names the sun hides
and addresses of individuals who are tains.
Wildly
the
colors
reflect
stockholders
of a corporation
which
the 'clouds,
reds turning
to
itself is a stockholder
or holder of from
o~es.
bonds, mortgages
or other securities pink as they hit the farthest
of the publishing
corporation
have The gold turns
orange,
centering
been Included in paragraphs
7 and where the sun begins to rise over
8 when the interests of such individpeaks.
It changes
conuals are equivalent
to 1 per cent or the upper
more of the total amount of the stock stantly, the colors never still. They
or securities
of the publishing
cor- move constantly,
tinting
one cloud
poration.
10. This item must be comThen comes a
pleted for all publications except those and then the next.
The colors are
which do not carry advertising
other last blaze of glory.
than the publisher's
own and which brilliant
for a moment,
and then
are named in sections 132.231, 132.232, fade into the blue of the morning
and 132.233, postal manual
(Sections
4355a, 4355b, and 4356 Of Title 39, sky.
United States Code).
A. Total No.
Sandra Smethurst
Copies printed
(Net press run)--650.
B. Paid circulation-l.
To term subscribers by mail, carrier delivery or by
other
means-10.
2. Sales
through
agents, news dealers, or otherwiseNone. C. Free distribution
(including
samples) by mail, carrier delivery, or
by other means-131.
D. Total No. of
COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC
copies distributed.
(Sum of lines B1,
R2 and C)-141.
I certify that the
statements made by me above are corSERVICE
rect and complete. Signature of editor,
publisher, business manager, or own33 West Pork St.
Butte
er-William
W. Chance (Adviser).
The Welsh as Jihon
The
Germans
call
Schmidt.

194
70
18
106
16

TOTAL

151
66

George Sever
Dale Fellows .:

WHAT'S
IN A NAME?
There is no more typical American name
than
John
Smith,
but
other nationalities
have him too:
In Latin,
John
Smith
becomes
Johannes
Smithus.
In Italian,
he is known as Giovanni Smithi.
In French, he is Jean Smeet.
The
Russians'
call him J onloff
Smittonski.
The
Poles
Schittweiski.

~

TEAM

Higinbotham
Ann Thurston
1. Smith
N. McLeod

Tot. Y ds. Aver.

46
55
11
33
4

Mines
, Opponents

Glee Club

Copper Guards
Duke-Robert
Wiley
Chancellor-John
Badovinac
Recorder-Kent
Taylor
Scribe-Mike
Arne
Professor
Smith,
adviser
of the
The Coed club reports the largest
International
Club, wants to stress
in. its history.
-:r::his
the fact that this club is not re- membership
has led the orgamzastricted
to foreign
students,
but enlargement
that
any student
who, would .. be tion to adopt the Big Sister-Little
interested
in the club s . activities Sister plan, where each. sophomore
is welcome.
Their officers for the chooses
a freshman
girl to .help
and answer
their many questl~)Us.
following:
The new officers are the followmg:
Pres.-Mansoor
A wan
Pres.-Lee
Ann Peterson
V. Pres.-Frank
Pachas
V. Pres.-Sheila
Dorgan
Sec.-Kishore
Parekh
Sec.- Treas.-Lynn
Estey
Treas.James
Holling
Delegates-at-Large:
Delores
Labranche, Mary Claire Sullivan, Mary
TI~e Men's Fraternities:
Theta Tau
Pat Tiddy
Regent-Jim
Conway
The M Club planned
a successV. Regent-s-Mike
Hines
ful Homecoming
under
the direcScribe-Brian
Boyle
tion of its officers:
Treas.-Tom
Liebsch
Pres.-John·
Evans
Inner Guard-Frank
Bazzanella
V.-Pres.-Charles
Olson
Outer Guard-Dan
Stowe
Sec> Treas.-Ed
Simonich,
Jr.
Marshal-Charles
Palagi
Adviser-Ed
Simonich
Adviser-William
Van Matre

Omega
Bulova
Hamilton Watches
Art-Carved
Diamond

Rings'

and Fine Wa·tch
Repairing

The Student's

Butte's

Friendliest

43-45 EAST PARK PLAZA

Best Friend

THE

Shoe Store

MINER'S NATIONAL
Special Student

Checking

Five

BANK
Account

Richard's

and Rochelle's

Spier's Mens Store
DRESS RIGHT
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
17 N. Main
Butte
Chuck Richards
Remo Rochelle

Herd's Jewelry
79 W. Pork Street
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OREDIGGERS GRA .19·7 HOMECOMING VICTORY
\
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'

Acclaim To
Assistant Coaches

.Curt Peterson, Number 31, goes over center for gain.
The Orediggers found revenge, sweet revenge, by soundly trouncing the Northern Mo~tana ~ig~~s in Naranche Stadium by the impressive score of 19-7 and, as a result, made the 196~ Homecoml1:g a big .success.
The hard-charging
line, led by "Fuzzy Olson", Chuck Starin, and Ed Simonich, j r., provided the big holes
through which the Mines' backs were able to grind out yardage throughout the ent1~e afternoon.
Dale Fellows, the fine field general of the "winning" squad, led the offensive attack by running f?~ two touchdo~ns
and passing for the third. The power and explosive runs of Sever .and Evans, coupled with the .outstandmg
running of Dale Jozovich and Pat Leary, enabled the Mines to pIle Up' a total of 184 yards rushmg.

Early Northern Lead
In the early part of the first quarter, Northern took advantage of a
Mines' fumble on the first play from
.scrimmage.
On a fourth-and-four
situation,
Northern
quarterback
Jerry Mumm lofted a 13-yard pass
to Leonard Harrington,
who was
in the end zone. The point after
touchdown was good and, for a
while, things looked mighty grim
for the near 2,000 partisan fans.
The kick-off was taken by Mines'
end Dave Bennett, who returned
to the 36. The spirit of the Orediggers was revealed by the strength
of their attack as they drove to the
Northern 25. A 16-yard' run by
Sever and a 19-yard rollout by
Fello~s were the Dig plays on the
drive.

Mines Bounces Back
The first of several Mines' breaks
came late in the first quarter when
Evans punted from the Northern
37 to the 9-yard line. where the
safety man of the Northern squad
fumbled and the Mines took possession. Four plays later Fellows
scored on a quarterback sneak, but
the score was nullified. Evans was
then stopped
for no gain, and
Northern took over on downs, Although the Orediggers seemed to
have reason for dismay, no letdown
was evident as halfback Gene Lescantz intercepted a Mumm pass and
returned it to the Northern 9-yard
line. This time the Mines were not
to be stopped as Fellows, on a rollout, scamper~d around r_ight end
in a keeper mto the promised land.
Evans was stopped short in the
try for the extra point, b.ut it was
now evident that the Mines were
on their way to their second victory
in eleven seasons.

Ale,rt Mines Capitalizes
The Mines' pass defense which,
two weeks earlier, proved to be 'a
big factor in the Mines' defeat by
Northern
became the jewel and
crown of' the Oredigger victory. In
all six Northern aerials were picked
off by the Mines' secondary and,
in addition, three Northern fumbles
were recovered.
For Quality Appliances

After being held on the ensuing
kickoff
the Mines were on the
move ~gain. With 'Evans, Leary,
j ozovich. and Fellows' packing the
leather, the Miners, aided by two
IS-yard penalties, rambled 86 yards
in nine plays to score with 4 :09 left
to play in the second period. Fellows once more skirted right end
for the final 25 yards to bring the
Mines to a 12-6 score. Evans' score
for the extra point was good.
On receiving the kick-off, Northern was once more deep into the
Mines' territory.
John Giacornino,
Mines" middle-linebacker, killed the
drive by interrupting another Northern pass. The Or edigg ers were enjoying one of their bigger afternoons in the past eleven seasons
and, as a result, held a 13-7 halftime lead.
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museum
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·1he Old 11/lrl.Vl_ ,

Driving desperately
in a lastminute drive. a. determined, hardfighting Oredigger eleven, narrowly
missed bringing the Rocky Homecoming to a ruinous climax. Within
four minutes the spirited Miners
drove for two touchdowns and almost a third, but were defeated by
the eternal victor-time.
Ending in
an anxious
fashion,
the
game
wound .up on the IS-yard line, the
ball in possession of the Miners.
It was another first-hand display
of desire as the Oredigger
team
united itself in effort. Not quitting
after finding itself on the bottom
of a 20-0 score, late in the fourth
quarter, the team took measure and
all but destroyed what would have
been a great day for Rocky.
Brilliantly
choosing
his field,
quarterback Dale Fellows manipulated good blocking from his linemen, sweeping around the right
end. setting up the first touchdown
while igniting the spark which set
up the last-quarter
climax. After
successive carries by Sever, Fellows plunged from the one-yard
line for six points.
Recovering a fumble on the second play after kick-off, the Mines
eleven again belted its way down
the field behind the passing arm
of Fellows and running of Sever
and Evans. Sever bulled his way
from the two for six more points
and then ran for the extra point.
With a minute and twenty seconds remaining in the game, freshman linebacker, Terry Hebert, intercepted a Rocky pass at midfield.
Fellows tossed a screen pass to
Gary Evans, who ran the ball down
the sideline, behind the best team
blocking to date. Reaching the 15yard line, Evans found that one man
stood between him and the goal.
Luckily
for Rocky,
Evans
was
tackled there.
The game ended
seconds later.
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GEO. STEELE CO.

The Pizza Shoppe

Another' Northern drive, stopped
by an interception by Derald Anderson, denied further hope of a Mines'
defeat.
The . stalwart
defense,
led by
"Moose" Thomas,
Starin, Vincelette, Olson, Hebert, and Kujawa in
the line, and Giacomino, Sever, Lescantz, and Panisko in the secondary, was impregnable.
Yes, indeed,
the song that was heard throughout
the city-"We're
the Mine, Mines;
we feel so FINE, fine"-can
be attributed to "Big" Ed Simonich and
a hard-fighting Montana School of ,
Mines 1963 FOOTBALL
TEAM.

RO,CKY SNEAKS
BY MI,NERS 20-13

~~
\
~~
The first library at the School of '
.<?on
Mines was located on the second,
"I
figure
that ulcers are
Although the Mines enjoyed a floor of the Main building.
The
what you get from mountain_
fine first half, a setback occurred number of publications in the lias George Sever, top ground gainer, brary in 1920 was 9,000.
climbing over molehills."
suffered a knee injury and, as a
result saw only limited action in
the ~econd half. Two top-Flight
MORE "SPORTS
guards, Chuck Starin arid Jil~ Viricelette
also suffered mjurres
m
the g~me. Vincelette reinjured a
knee which had bothered him earlier, and he is on the doubtful list
'PAlGE 5
for the remamder of the season.
Starin was shaken up on ,the .last
play of the game, but he will be
,
In our country most econo,mic growth, as well
ready for the last two games.
SUPPORT
After a scoreless third quarter
as production, originates in private business.
OUR
and a half of the fourth quarter,
another
Mines interception,
this
time by Jozovich, set up the Mines'
ADVERIISERS
Economic progress depends largely upon adding
final score.
On a fourth-and-ten
situation, Fellows faded 'back and
to the quantity and quality of private productive
'threw a pro-like screen pass I to
Evans, who, behind a wave of
facilities. This requires a profit which can supply
Taylor's
blockers,
received
the ball and
romped into the end zone, un39 West Park Street
the plants and equipment needed to, make full use
-touched,
The point after touchdown failed.
"For The Best In Campus Shoes" .
of research and technical progress.-

See

I MAYTAG
ADMIRAL TV, RADIO and
REFRIGERATORS
42 W. Broadway
Butte

As the "Orediggers".
rightfully
boast
a homecoming
win over
Northern, too little praise has been
.given our two assistant coaches,
Gene Downey and Dan McCarthy.
, Both of these men, along with head
. coach Simonich, have done much
to uplift the team's morale after
others would have regarded
the
Mines Team ,with a skeptical eye.
Both coaches, working against
,tremendous
odds, des e r v e the
praise, attention, and interest of not
only the School of Mines, but the
city of Butte as' well; for each has
contributed
to the sports life of
Butte fans for several years.
Mr. Gene Downey, father of three
girls. attended Montana State College 'for two and a quarter years,
and Montana State University for
a year and three quarters. He has
been coaching football and basketball for nine years: two at Ronan,
four at Butte Junior High School,
and three at the Mines. In addition to his four years of basketball
and track coaching at the Butte
J unior High, he has taught both
English and social sciences at that
school.
Mr. Dan McCarthy, the father of
nine children, is a graduate of the
University of Portland. Coaching to
Mr. McCarthy is a hobby, since, as
a teacher, he has majored in English literature,
physical education
and the biological sciences.
. Dan had previously coached and
taught at Boys' Central High School
in Butte and has been assistant to
Ed Simonich since Ed first came
to the Mines,
To both of these fine men 'we
wish to pay special honor for the
invaluable example of perseverance
they have demonstrated
to the
players and their boosters, the student body of the School of Mines,
Weare all proud to have such men
in our staff and hope that more
victories
will demonstrate
their
worth ..
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